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The convergence of the Fertile fire is a process of a materialization of the Universal phantom of boundless God's love to us.

MATERIALIZATION OF GOD'S LOVE

The convergence of sacred Fertile fire occurs every year on the Holy Saturday, on the eve of orthodox Easter. Fire descends only on the eve of Easter celebrated according to the old, Julian calendar, and we know that celebration of Resurrection is necessary every year for different days. Fertile fire descends only on prayers of the orthodox patriarch.

The convergence of fire is preceded by the flashes in the form of lightnings of bluish color piercing all airspace of the temple. Then on a marble slab of the Lord's coffin there are fiery balls of a blue flame as though drops of a rain or dew. Sometimes Fertile fire itself burns icon lamps at a coffin. Fertile fire at first has wonderful property – not to burn. Standing in the temple carry out by a flame on a face and hair – "wash": the first several minutes fire don't burn skin and doesn't scorch hair.

**Hypothesis:** the convergence of Fertile fire is a process of a materialization of the Universal phantom of God's boundless love.


The Universe has resulted from galactic disintegration of the Universal White Hole which will once turn in the Universal White dwarf.
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